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BUILDING ENVELOPE 
The components of a building envelope directly affect overall cooling and heating performance and you can significantly reduce 
energy consumption by implementing measures that target these areas. This Tech Brief will help you identify and select envelope

related measures that will maintain or improve occupant comfort while reducing energy use. By combining effective strategies 

with efficient technologies, we can help you save money, maximize equipment performance, and build a "green" image. 

Insulation 
In Florida, according to the U.S. Department of Energy, nearly 45 percent of a 

building's energy consumption goes toward fulfilling HVAC requirements. 

Unfortunately, a significant portion of this energy is wasted due to heat gain 

from air infiltration and inadequate insulation. By sealing air leaks and 
improving your building's insulation levels, you can minimize the amount of 

energy used to condition your building. 

R-value. R-value is a measure of a material's resistance to heat flow, with a 

higher number representing a more insulating material. R-value is additive, 

meaning that you can lay a strip ofR-7 insulation onto an R-10 material to 

get a combined R-value of 17. However, heat gain is not directly 

proportional to R-value, and there are diminishing returns with larger 

amounts of insulation-doubling R-value does not cut heat gain in half. 
Table 1 shows typical R-values for different commonly used insulation 

materials. 

U-value. U-value is a measure of a material's ability to conduct heat, and 
represents the inverse of R-value. For example, a material that has an R

value of 7 would have a U-value of 1/7"" 0.14. U-values can range from Oto 

1, with O representing a perfectly insulating material that no heat can pass 

through and 1 representing a perfect conductor. 

Windows 
Windows tend to have lower R-values than the surrounding wall, so they are a big 

source of heat gain. Also, because they are translucent, they can allow radiant heat 

energy into a building, thereby increasing the cooling load (Figure 1 ). Most of this 
heat gain can be reduced by adding window treatments rather than replacing the 

entire window. 

Window film retrofit. Retrofit window films are a low-cost method of 
reducing cooling loads, and they have the side benefits of glare reduction, 

increased shatter resistance, and absorption of ultraviolet radiation. About half 

of the sun's radiation is visible light and most of the rest is invisible infrared 
energy. A 1/8-inch-thick sheet of dear glass transmits about 88 percent of the 

solar radiation, both visible and invisible, that strikes it. Window films allow 

visible light to pass through while reflecting infrared radiation, lowering the 
amount of radiative heat entering the room. 

The overall quantity of glazing, building orientation, building construction, and many other factors all contribute to 
how much energy a window upgrade can save. For buildings in Florida, it's generally best to look for window films 

with a solar heat gain coefficient (SHGC) of less than 0.45 and a visible light transmittance (VT) of at least 50 

percent. Tinted films generally cost $4 to $6 per square foot (ft2), whereas spectrally selective films can cost $9 to 
$12/fc2, including installation. 
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TABLE 1: R-Values of Various Insulation Materials 

Insulation Type R value per inch 
Fiberglass 2.2-3.1 

Vermiculite/perlite 2.4-2.8 
Cellulose 3.8-4.2 

Polystyrene (SIPs) 4.0-5.0 
Closed cell 6.0 

polyurethane 

Source: E Source 
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Figure 1: Peak Sensible Cooling Loads 
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Window replacement. In some cases, it may be more effective to replace the window itself than to just add a window film. Installing 

new, high-performance windows can yield HVAC energy savings of 6 to 8 percent, resulting in a simple payback period as short as 

three years. Some factors to consider when looking at window upgrades are: 

- SHGC radiation, which ranges from O to 1. Look for windows with an SHGC of 0.55 or less. 
- U-value heat conductance, which ranges from 0.2 to 1.2 (with corresponding R-values of 5.0 to 0.8). Look for windows with 

U-values of 0.4 or smaller (equivalent to an R-value of at least 2.5). Windows with vinyl material and inert gas generally have lower 
U-values. 

- VT, which ranges from O to 1. Look for windows with a VT of at least 0.60. 

- Air leakage (AL), an optional rating, which ranges from 0.1 to 0.3 cubic feet per minute (cfm) per ft2
• 

Roofs 
Modifying your existing roof can be a great way to cut down on 
cooling costs and potentially create a new look for your building. 

Cool roofs. A cool roof is one that combines high reflectivity 
with infrared emittance to lower the temperature of the roof, 

thereby decreasing cooling bills. When properly implemented, 
cool roofs can be as much as 60° Fahrenheit (F) to 70°F cooler 

than a traditional roof, resulting in annual net savings between 
$0.10 and $0.20/ft2 of roof area. Cool roof products must have 

an initial solar reflectance level of 25 percent (for a steep-slope 

roof) or 65 percent (for a low-slope roof) to achieve Energy Star 
certification. Some different options include: 

Coatings. Liquid coatings, usually made from an acrylic, 
elastomeric, or polyurethane material, can be rolled or 

sprayed onto low-slope roofa. 

Single-ply membranes. These are thin coverings typically 

made from thermoplastic polyolefin or polyvinyl chloride 
(PVC). 

Cool metal roofing. Sheet metal is most commonly installed 

on roofs with steep slopes. 

Green roofs. A green, or vegetative, roof essentially consists of 

growing plants on top of a building. It is generally an extension 

of the existing roof and involves a high-quality waterproofing 
and root repellant system, a drainage system, filter cloth, a 

lightweight growing medium, and, of course, plants. In addition 

to creating a unique aesthetic, green roofs provide an estimated 
6 to 25 percent decrease in cooling energy and reduce storm

water runoff. If you are considering adding a green roof, make 
sure to protect the underlying roof membrane to ensure a long 

material life span. 

W eatherization 
There are a number of opportunities for air to leak into and out 

of a building, including door and window frames, recessed 

lights, electrical outlets and switches, sill plates, plumbing and 
utility access, dropped ceilings, water and furnace flues, and 
ductwork. Sealing these effectively can result in significant 

energy savings. 

Caulk. Caulks are airtight compounds (usually latex or 
silicone) that fill cracks and holes. 

- Old caulk or paint residue should be removed before new 

caulk is applied. 

- The best time to apply caulk is during dry weather when 
the outdoor temperature is above 45°F (7.2° Celsius). 

Weather stripping. Weather stripping is a narrow piece of 

metal, vinyl, rubber, felt, or foam that seals the contact area 
between the fixed and movable sections of a window joint or 

door frame. 

Duct sealing. Leaky ductwork can have a tremendous impact 

on energy usage, causing the air-conditioning system to run 
longer and consume more energy. Research shows that 10 to 

20 percent of the air from an HV AC supply fan is wasted 

through leaks in ductwork in buildings. At 15 percent 
leakage, buildings must use 20 to 25 percent more fan power 
to distribute air than if there were no leakage. In addition to 

fan power energy, there will also be an increase in cooling 
energy. There are two basic ways to seal ducts: with tape and 
mastic, and using aerosol sealants. 

Weatherization 
Works 

Visit www.FPUA.com for more energy saving tips 
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